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ABSTRACT 

Optical diagnostics BTC examely useful in fluid mechanics because they generalty have high inherent bandwidth, and are 
non-intrusive. Howtvei, shce optical probe measumntnts inherently integrate all information along the optical path, it is 
often dificuh to isolate out-of-plane components in 3-dimensionaJ flow events. It is also hard to make independent 
measurements OP internal flow structure. Using an arrangement of one-dimensional wavefiont sensors, we have developed 
a system that uges tomographic reconstruction to make two-dimensional measurements in an arbitrary flow. These 
measurements provide complete information in a plane normal to the flow. We have applied this system to the subsonic 
free jet b e a w e  of the wide range of flow scales available. 

These measurements rely on the development of a series of one-dimensional wavefront se~son that are used to measure 
line-integral density variations in the flow of interest. Thew sensors have been constructed using lintar CCD cameres and 
binary optics lenslet mays. In deigning these arrays, we have considered the coherent coupling between adjacent lenses 
and have made comparisons bchvm theory and experimental noise measurements. The paper will present examples of the 
wavefront sensor development, line-integral measurcmena as a function of various experimental parameters, and sample 
tomographic reconstructions. 

Kcywarda: Wavefront sensor, Binary optics, diflhctivc optics, optical diagnostics 

1. INTRODUCI'ION 
Optical diagnostics have long k e n  applied to fluid 
dynamics measurement problems. n e y  provide nun- 
intrusive mcaSwemcntS of a wide variety of fluid 
patamcttrs, often with good dynamic range and excellent 
sensitivity. Optical techniques have been used to measure 
all aspects of the fluid state: temperature, pressure, velocity. 
density and species using a wide variety of techniques. 
However, then arc rclatively few techniques that can be 
used to look at the internal structure of a non-symmetry or 
unsteady flow. Many o t  the techniques used to infer 
density (schlieren, inteffmetry, absorption, ctc.j use an 
integrated line of sight. it isn't possible, without additional 

apriori informdon, to determine the internal smcture of 
the flow. To overcame this probtem, we have developed a 
tomographic systcrn designed to dcduce this st~~ctuure. 

In general, tomography is a method of combining the data 
from a set of line-of-sight integrated measurements to 
reconstruct, through mathematical inversion, the spatially 
resolved details of an object. In medical computed 
tomography (CT scans), a set of x-ray absorprion 
r n e a s ~ ~ n e n t s  are combined to reconstruct the details of the 
internal organs in a slice of the M y .  For the fluid 
dynamics problcm at hand, a Let of optical phase 
measurements is to be used to rcconswct the details o f  
density smcture in a slice of a dynamic heated jet  air flow. 

' This work WIU supported by the United States Department of Energy undcr conwact number DE-ACO4-94LS5000 and by 
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To produce fhe necessary sct of measurements, a number of 
lasers arc arranged in a 180 degree arc around the flow. The 
expanded, collimated beams from these lasers propagate 
through the flow at difkrent directions, intersecting at a 
common plane of the flow. One-dimensional (1D) linear 
sensor arrays (see Fig. 1) dtat are capable of measuring the 
phase of optical radiation after it has propagated through 
the flow field are arranged on the oppmite side. These 
wavefront sensors, to be described in more detail in the 
following sections, rneasuk the optical path errors induced 
on the laser beams by the density variations in the flow 
caused by the mixture of heated air and entrained cooler 
room air in the jet Although each sensor army detects the 
path-integrated phase in a particular direction through the 
flow, the set of sensor mays collects information along 
many different directions through the flow shultaneously, 
enabling the inversion of the data set and yielding a detailed 
spatially resolved picture of the plane of the flow through 
which all the lasers propagated. When the set of sensor 
arrays in this optical tomvgraphy system is operated at 
speeds of several kilohertz, a tomogmphic movie of the 
flow smcttlrc in a 2D plane of the flow can be obtained 
frame by frame' , 

The resolution Qf tomographic hagw that arc 
rtconsmcted fiom that menurmcnts depends on &e 
number o f  sensors arranged around the flow as well as the 
spatial resolution of each sensor m y .  Extensive modetmg 
of the characteristics of the Shack-Hertmann wavefront 
sensor m y s  and the tomographic reconstruction 
algorithms are penFormcd to detmine  the number of 
sensor mays and the number of subapertures in each array 
that arc ntcessery to capture sufficient detail in the flow 
reconstructions. The details of these simulations and 
comparison to experimental rncnunrncnts are presented' in 
Sections 2 and 3. The tomography system design is 
discussed in Section 4. 

In order to use tomography to deduct the sbucture of a 3D. 
non-steady flow, an appropriate Sensor must be selected. 
The sensor must have sufficient dynamic range to cope 
with the expected variations of the flow, have high 
bandwidth to resolve the timedependence, and have 
adquate spatial resolution. Furthermore, it must be robust 
and low cost so that a number of sensors may be used 
simultaneously. Based on previous work', a one- 
dimensional wavefront sensor was sclcctcd as capable of 
meeting all these requirements. This sensor has excellent 
dynamic range, tulis at several kHc and has good 
sensitivity. [t i s  constructed using precision binary optics 
and conventional linear CCD cameras. 
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Figure 1 - Basic elemcnts of wavefront sensor 
system. For the one-dimensional sensor the 
lenslet array is cylindrical and the detector is a 
line-scan camera anay. 

2. WAVEFRONT SENSOR DESIGN 
The basic elements of the wavefiont sensor art depicted in 
Figure 1.  The sensor c o n h a  of a lenslet array, a detector 
array and data acquisition and ~ n l y s i s  modules. Since the 
objective of this effort is the application of tomography to 
infer density distributions in a non-steady flow, high speed 
data acquisition is ntcesswy. While various high sped 
framing c a m m  arc available, the large number of views 
and the high cost associated with these camem was 
considettd prohibitive. Thus a onedimensionat wavtfiont 
msor was selected. This will dlow m m m c n t  of the 
density distribution in plane slice through the flow, and the 
plane locarion can be varied to infer the 3D dhtribution. 
We have fabricated several diffmnt lenslet an-ays using 
binary optics technology. and use off-the-shelf CCD lioear 
cameras for the detector elemcnu. Data acquisitioo is 
performed either with a 12 bit A/D CAMAC based transient 
digitizer, or with a VME based 12 bit A/D. Date 
acquisition and basic analysis have bcen described in a 
previous pape3. 

2.1 Binary optics design 
One of the key problems with the deve1opment of a Shack- 
Ha~imann wavefront sensor is  the fabrication of the lenslet 
array needed. In previous work. we have used discrete 
small cylindrical lenses to build several low resolution 
scmn. We also introduced the concept of using binary 
optics to Fabricate these arrays. The binary optics technique 
has proven 10 be successful and is capable of making a 
large number of different devices with high fidelity. 

The basic steps in fabricating a binary optic are depicted in 
figurc 2. The  optical element deslred Is designed using 
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commercial mask layout software (DW-2000) and a set 
o f  custom macros that are used to design the lens. These 
designs arc written with ai e-beam system to make a set of 
four to six optical masks on high quality substrates. The 
mask pattern is then transferred to the desired substrate by 
coating thc substrate with photo-resist, exposing through 
the mask with UY light, and then developing the resulting 
pattern. This pattern is etched into the substrate (fused- 
silica in most cases) using reactive-ion etching. This 
process creates a single depth pattern over the desired 
aperrure. To build up the desired surface profile, the 
process Is repeated with a second mask layer, only it is 
etched to twice the depth of the first etch. This process 
then begins to approximate the curved surface of a typical 
lens clement in a digital fashion. We usually repcat this 
process four rimes to build structures with sixteen different 
levels. A sixteen level structure (with t0taI sag of 1 wave) 
gives mora than 9Y/o efficiency fbr the final optic. The 
residusl light is scattered slightly because of minor surface 
roughness. 

Fabrlostlon Sequenua for @nary Optic 
with 4 Phase Levels 

N m u k  st8ps=H Pfwn trvrb . .- 
FLgure 2 - Binary optic fabrication sequence far 
four phase level system. Most optics use four 
mask steps for sixteen phase levels. 

There are several key variables that affect the design of a 
binary optic: number of levels, lenslet i# (or sag), lens 
diameter, desired resolution, substrate material and others. 
For the tomography applications it is desimble to have the 
number OF lenslet elements be an integral power of NO. 
Hence 32, 64. and 128 were the logical choices €or the 
number of Icnsleh, although we also fabricated lenslet 
m y s  of 40, 75 and 150 elements to verify the models. 
The Icflslct diameter was chosen 90 that the avcmll m y  
would be the same size BJ the detector (DALSA CL-C4- 
2048 with 14pm pixels). or 28.67 mm. While this is a 

convenient means for choosing the lenslet size, i t  is by no 
means necessary. The arbitrary nature of thc lenslet design 
is such that the lcnsltr array does not have to be the game 
size of the detector at all. Each lens element could be an 
off-axis portion of an overall lens, and hence the array 
could be made targer than the detector m a y  in order to 
cover a larger field of view. This idea is explored in morc 
detail in another paper’. ’Ihe choice of overall diamtter 
and number of lenslets along with the Ienslct fl#, 
completely specifies the array. For the 64 and 128 element 
designs an integral number of pixels per lens element is 
also possible. 

The choice of lenslet focal length or W# rcquirca 
consideration of the diffraction pattern From a single lens, 
and of the diffiactive coupling !?om one lenslet to another. 
The intensity pattern fmm a single cylindrical lcnslct i s  
given by tbe well known formula: 

I (%)= I , S i n C  2g (p) 

which has minima tu x = fny% / d ,  with n odd. The 
spacing between adjacent lensltts, d, docs not ntcusarily 
ocm at an integral number of lobes on the sinc function. 
However, by chmirzg the appropriate focal length, the f2m 
(and subsequent) lobes can bc made to either cancel or 
add. To make the nth lobe cancel, the spacing would need 
to be d = n z  / d ,  with n odd. With n even, the lobes 
f?om adjacent lenslets add coherently. For Shack- 
Harfmann sensing, it is usuaHy desirable to minimize the 
intensity beween the focal spots. Thus a convenient design 
choice for lenslet focal length is: 

, with n odd. d’ f =- 
nh. 

In practice, however. it is not only the contribution fiom the 
first adjacent lens that affects the final intensity pancm. 
Since (for recwgular apertures) the lobe spacing is  
constant, there is a strong affect h r n  several adjoining lens 
elements. We have found that seven to nine adjacent lenses 
must be considered in the design. 

These formulas give us a method for designing the lenslets. 
Table I gives a summary of five d i f f m t  Ienslet designs. 
Once the basic lenslet parameters arc specified V; L d. N) 
th& additional parameters may be calculated (spot size. 
number of pixels, lenslet s a g ,  level discretization, etc.) 
These parameters are also giverl in Table 1. Figure 3 
illustrates the physical meaning of these parametcrs. 

Y 
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6 p r r t l n g W r W l ~ h  L#nW 670.Ocl 6M.W 870.40 670.00 m0.00 run 

TwdSMaa t 1.59 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.m mm 
LSnOUl L 25.40 28.87 26.67 26.87 21.67 mm 
Wdlh w 0.25 095 0.25 0.25 0.25 h 

hn8kb Par Inch 

lndrx of fbfradbn n 1.48 1.48 1-48 1-48 1.46 

Numbar Of Lanrbtr N 40.00 84.00 128.00 76-66 ts0.w 
NI 44.00 68-70 113.39 68.U 132.M W(25.4YL 
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Table 1. Lenslet designs 

i 

L -.. 
c r 

Flgurc 3 - Lenslet design parameters. Figure (a) and (b) are side views of the lenslcts showing large and 
imaU scale features respectively. Figure (c) illustrates the spot intensity profile created by a lenslet 
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MODEL 
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Figure 4 - Computer simulation for lenslet m y  performance prediction. The model allows evaluation of 
RMS tilt cmr due to such efiecu c o h m t  spot iuterfercnce at the dtrector may 

2.2 Performance Modeling 
The performance of the wevcfront S C ~ S O ~  depends on 
relations between the Istllrlet m y .  the detector amy. the 
wavefmnt to be measured, and the processing algorithm. 
Noise contributions arise from photon shot noise, dercctor 
noise, detector dyztamic range and spatial extent, 
uncertainties in the physical layout, variations in lenslets 
and detectors, end interference &tween the spots. For a 
fixed detector m y ,  thcsc noise contributions result in a 
wade between sensitivity and dynamic range. Longer 
lenslet focal lengths iocreare sensitivity but limit dynamic 
range due to overlaps between neighboring Hamnann 
spots. Short focal lengths diminish sensitivity by focusing 
the power on only m e  or two noisy pixels, increasing spot 
location errors. fn our case, the sensitivity requirement is 
high while the dynamic range is very small; therefore the 
"best" design shows considerable coherent interaction 
between Hanmam spots. The situation is ftrthcr 
cornpljcated by a dependence on the nature of  the 

wavefiont being scnscd, because the structure of the 
wavefront determines the degree of interference between 
wavefront sensor spots. 
W e  constructed a computer model of the one dimcnsionnl 
Hartmann Sensor that predicts wavefront sensor 
@mnance under reaiistic conditions. The  model 
propagates simulated wavefronts through a lenslet array to 
a detector, calculates intensity at each pixel. and adds 
detector noise to the resulting signal. These simulated spat 
profiles are processed by the same spot location codes used 
for laboratoty data, and the resulting tilt measurements are 
compared with the hue tilts at each lenslet in the simulated 
wavefront Figure 4 summarizes the modeling process. 

The simulation allows investigations over a wide parameter 
space. For example, the wavehnts arc arbitrary complex 
fields which may contaln coherent snuctures much larger or 
smaller than the lenslets. The lenslet array contains any 
number of cylindrical lenses at any spacing. and each lens 
is a binary optic with a specified number of etched levels. 

4 
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The focal length of the lenses end distance from lenslet 
array to thc detector are independent variables; this 
flexibility enables investigations of performance away from 
focus. The number of detectors, spacing, size, and detector 
noise are controllable to match the physical system, and 
intensity is  integrated over the detector. The simulation 
perfOl'm5 Huygcns-Fresnel propagation from the lenslets ta 
the detector array, thus avoiding far-field assumptions. 
Broad band illumination may be modeled by summing 
detected intensities for propagated fields at a number of 
wavelengths across the band. 
Because of ia generality, the model for cohemt 
illumination requires considerable CPU time on our SUN 
Sparc-2CE workstation. Therefore, we also use a 
simplified computer model restriacd M incoherent 
illumination, perfect spherical lenslets, and detectors 
located at the lenskt foal  plane. 
Figure 5 illustrates simulation results as B function of the 
number of discrete levels etchcd on each lenslet. In plot (a) 
the profile of a lenslet wit4 8 etched levels is  compared 
with en idcar spherical profile. In plot (b), the resulting 
spot intensity and phase profiles at Ihe nominal focus arc 

? 
I 
I 1 

compared for a spherical lenslet and hvo binary lenslets 
with 8 and 4 etched levek. AS might be expected, reducing 
the number of etched levels diminishes thc match to a 
spherical surface and spoils the lcnslet focus; this change 
exhibits itself primarily in an alteration of the spot phase 
profile., IF there arc only a few etched levels, the intensity 
profile is also dtcred, and some power is shifted from the 
central spot IO outlying lobes. 'Ihis shift of power increases 
int#fcrence benvccn neighboring spots and diminishes 
sensor pwformmce. However, a lenslet with only 8 ctched 
levels produces a profile remarkably close to the idcal spot. 
Our design. at 16 etched levels, shows essentially identical 
performance to the spherical lenslet. 
The model has also verified some design crircrla which had 
previously been deduced empirically. For example, Ihe 
principle used in section 2.1 to select lenslet focal length 
attempts to space wavefiont sensor spots such that their side 
lobes cancel. This implies that sensor p+xformance should 
be R periodic function of spot overlap, good at certain spot 
spacings and wane at others.. ' Ibe modeled performance in 
figure 6 shows just this type of pen'odic behavior. 

5 
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Flgurc S - Binrry lenslet simulation. (a) profile of 8 level binary lenslet compared to ideal spherical surface (b) 
spot intensity profiles a d  phdsc for 4 level. 8 level, and ideal lenslet 
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Figure 6 is a design curve which plots predicted The majority of tts$ described in this section are short term 
measurement error versus focal length. This particular noise tests. During these tests the input wavchnt is held 
design curve is for a one inch long 40 clement lenslet array constant. and data i s  collected over a short time period, 
and a 2048 element detector m y  with 14 micron pixels.. usually a hction of A second. For each lerulct, we 
The three curves rcprescnt sucessive addition of calculate a self-referenced spot position by averaging spot 
measurement noise SOUTCCS. positions over the sampling period We then calculate the 

&S tik crrot a~ the GSdf  all measurements against the 
The lowest curve indicates high light level performance for 
a single lenslet with no detector noise. Without 
neighboring spots, the measured tilt error is essentially 
constant and limited by processing emr or quanthtion 
noise.. At extremely short focal lengths the sensor fails, 
since the spot collapses to a single pixel and cannot be 
accurately located. publication. 

Long tfnn tests over periods of several hours arc also 
performed, however the resufts arc move complex due to 
gradual changes in the reference wavefiont and other 
sources of error. We hope to discuss these results in a later 

The middle curve indicates perfomance for the full lenslet 
array, allowhg interaction between the spok. At longer 
focal kngths. the spot size grows, and the interference 
between adjacent spots increases. The periodicity is due to 
successive overlap of spot side lobes between spots. 

The top curve adds realistic detector noise to the simulation 
of the lenslet may. This additional noise source mutes &e 
periodic structure ofthe pdormance curve and pushes the 
optimum performance point to a sIightly longer focal 
length. 

11 should be nottd that Figure 6 reprtsents incohemt 
addition of adjoining spots; simulations with coherent 
illuminukn show much more complex behavior at fmex 
scales due to interference from several neighboring spots. 
Scctim 3.1 provides an example of this behavior. 

In order to evaluate the laboratory pcdmnance. of 
wavefront sensors end compare it to the predicted 
performance from ow computer model. we set up a test 
system 89 depicted in Figure 7. This test system is designed 
to allow controllable changes in both wsvefronl and lenslet 
position. At the nominal lens positions, we produce flat 
wavefronts are for sensor reference and sensor noise tests. 
By reposirioning the Ims b, the leos relay also allows 
introduction of wavefiotm of known cwvature. In 
addition, the detector array position may be accurately 
adjusted to lie at the focal plane of the lenslet array or on 
either ride of the focal plane.. 

LW 

Figure 6 - hdictcd performance as a function 
of focal length. The periodicity is due to 
interference between side lobes of the H m a n n  
spots. 
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Pigare 7 - LabaraMI.y wavefirorit sensor test cdiguracion. The mamble lens & allowed injection of a 
spherical wavefkam into the system 

3.1 Camparha of predlcted vs. obaewed 
performanco 
In order to check the basic model assumptions, we 
compartd the predicted and o h t d  intensity profiles 
of individual Hartmdnn sensor spots for the various 
lenslets. Figure I3 is an txample'for the 64 lenslet deign 
described in Table 1 .  lRc solid curve shows the 
observed intenslty profile over a central portion of the 
array for a tlat reference wavefimt.. The dotted c w e  
shows the predicted intensity profils obtained by 
modeling a flat incident wamhnt when the power 
incident at tachlenslct has been normalized to match the 
measured dam. Note that the smcture of the predicted 
and meesurcd spots agrees well in lobe spacing and 
strucNrc batween the spots, but the measured spots have 
an intensity distribution skewed to the right. The 
presence and direction of skew is variable, often 
indicating poor alignment of a e n s ~  and illumination. It 
indicates undesirable structure in the reference wavebnt 
owr each lenslet, but does not preclude wavefront sensor 
operation. We have obtained good performance even 
with distottod spots.. 

FIye 8 - Predicted and observed Hartmann 
spot density pofiles. -Model and 
rncasunment show g a d  agreement: however 
measured JPQZS are oAen skewed. 
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We have run both simulation and laboratory 
performance tests for wavefront senson using the lenslet 
designs described in Table 1. For short term 
measurement, model and experiment show good 
agtccmmt, Figure 9 plot3 curves of pdicted R M S  tilt 
emr  vent18 focal length for the 40, 64, and 128 clement 
lenslet arrays. Each curve is calculated for incoherent 
illumination and show3 a perfomance tndeoff between 
short focal lengths, which reduce spot interference, and 
longer focal lengths, which mitigate detector noise. The 
two sets of X marks an the plot indicate the measured 
operation points of the 40 and 64 element wavefront 
sensors under coherent illumination. Tbe 64 element 
sen9ot was designed to operate near the optimum 
performance point on the performance curve, and its 
performonce agrees well with the prediction. The 40 
clement sensor cxcccds predicted performance, falling 
slightly below the plotted curve. 

Pigun 10 plots the same 40 lenslet perfarmaace data but 
adds an additional perfomnnce prediction m e  for 
coherent illumination. The measured p#formance for 
the 40 lenslet sensor under coherent illumination does 
agree with the predicted performance and seems to be. 
near a global minum. However, the ~ C ~ ~ Q I D M C I C ~  of the 
wavefiont sensor undcr cohamt shulation is much 
more frnely structured as a function of foal length than 
the corresponding curve for incoherent itlumination. 
?his high sensitivity to small changes in optical design 
or experiment layout seems to be characteristic of 
wavefront msor performance in the cohereot case, and 
wc are still investigaring i ts  implications. 

- 40 1 m t  

Figure 9 - Predicted and observed tilt error. 
Predicted parfmance i s  Shown for 40, 64, 
and 128 leoslct designs. Actual mwurcmonts . . .  

Figure 10 - Coherent vs. incoherent 
illurnination.. The predicted Pnf'ancc for 
the 40 lenslet array design indicates complex 
behavior under coherent illumination. 



tn addition to problems waciated with coherent pfane 
wdvc illumination, we arc a h  investigating the behavior 
of the wavefmnt sensor when exposed IO strong 
wavcfiont structure. Figure 1 1  illustrates one 
experiment using wavefront curvature. In this 
experiment, tho curvature of the wavcfiont w89 changed 
by moving lem L2 in the laboratory test system (scc 
Figure 7), Pure m a t u r e  is sensed by the wavchnt 
sensor as A linearly increasing tilt across the lenslet array. 
For M idoal wavefront sensor, the presence of curvature 
would not alter the apparent cmr. Neither the spatial 
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RMS nor the temporal RMS shoud increase onq the 
linear trend is rcmoucd, and the RMS error curve in 
Figure I 1  would be a horizontal line. HOWOVM, as 
Figure 1 I shows, t f~c  apparent error dots increase with 
increasing cuwbnve. 

Both data find simulations confirm the existence of this 
accumulating m r .  It is  due to the highly structured 
nature of the curved wavefimt which toads to highly 
structured influence of H m a n n  spots upon their 
neighbon 

I 400 4.w om a09 aor am odl om 0.03 0.04 0.01 
--0 

Figure 11 - &rot 8s a function of wavefront cumram, Experiment w n f h s  that mewUnrnent error i s  not 
indejwdent of wavehnt structure.. 

4.1 Tomographic Performance Predlction Methad 

Performance of the wavebont sensor is onty one 
contributor to tomographic imaging performance. The 
number of tomographic views. configuration of these 
views, and structure of the flow to be imaged also 
contribute strongly to system performance. 
In order to investigate 4Itmafc tomographic system 
designs and predict expected pcrformanco, we developed 
a computer model of the system configuration and 
tomographic reconstruction process. The model projects 

4. TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM 
through a two dimensional image of the flow field, adds 
noise to the projections, back projecw to form a 
recovered flow field, and compares the recovered flow 
field to the rmth Figure 11 indicates the main features 
of the tomographic model. Since the quality of the 
recovery is highly depmdent on the size of the features 
being imaged, the model employs a metric that predicts 
system performance EEI a function of spatial frequency in 
the flow field 
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Flgare 12 - Computcr simulation for tomographic perfommcc prediction. The model uses known flow 
structure and known wavehnt sensor tilt errors to predict reconskuction quality. 

Since the sttucturc of the flow field is known to 
influence the quality of the recovery, it is i m p m t  to 
select flow models that realistically represent expected 
conditions. However dhta at the mquttd spatial and 
temporal resolution is scarce. Therefore we fuse data 
from a number of sources incIuding: fluid flow 
simulations, high tempoml bandwidth measurements 
from single quad-cells or wavef?ont sensors, and low 
temporal but high spatial resolution images captured by 
entraining smoke in the jet and illuminating one 
horizontal sheet in the flow. 

The noise added to each projection through thc mode1 
flow is based on the predicted wavtiiont sensor error 
obtained from the model described in section 2.2 or 
based on measured wavefront sen90r errors described in 
section 3. [n either c89c the noise frm detector tb 
detector is assumed to be gausian distributed and 
uncorrelated between lenslets and between wavefront 
sensors. This assumption is poor when measuring strcsng 
siructures in the flow (as demonstrated, for example, by 
the date in Figure IO) but is probably adequate for the 
weak disturbmca expected in our flaw measurement 
system. 

4.2 Performance Prediction Results 

An 8 view mmographic imaging system is nearing 
completion at the Phillips Laboratory. Each view is a 64 
element one-dimensional wavekont sensor arranged in a 
half circle aroound the flow to be imaged. Using the 
tomographic system simulations described in the 
previous section, we have modeled the performance of 
this 8 view system under expected noise conditions for 
the 64 lenslet wivefront sensor.. 

Figure 13 shows one example of expected recovery 
quality for reconstruction of CI flow field. The grny scale 
'magcs represent air density within a NO dimensional 
horbntal slice through the flow. Image (a) is the truth 
model at high resolution; it was formed from a flow 
visualization at 1.5 donle diameters downstream from 
&e nozzle- Image (b) is the recovered image with 
resolution limited both by finite sampling and wavefront 
sensor noise. 
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Figure 13 - Expected flow field recovery quslity. Figure (a) is the truth mwci bGe5 2- 2 sar?kc visualitation 
of' an actual flow field. Figure (b) is the recovered flow field based on 8 views and predicted wavefront Sensor 
noise, 

Figure 14 summarizes the image content of the recovered 
flow field as a Cunction of spatial Ettqueocy for the same 
simulation shown in Figure 13. The mcaic indicates the 
degree of cornlation between smctures in the recovered 
t b v  field and stmctures in the truth image. The plot 
indicares high correlation and good recovery quality out to 
3. : A  cycleslmm and little information beyond 0.30 
zycies!mm Converting from spatial Frequency to 
corrcsponding Feature sizes, we find that features of 3.5 mm 
and :arger were recovered by the tomographic system, but 
all fcatures less than 1.6 mrn in size were lost. 

Figure I4 - Recovery quality. The correlation 
mcwc indicates the degree of model flow field 
recoveq as a function of spatial fitquency. 
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